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                                                  D & M Water Service, Inc. 
Job Description 

 
 
Job Title: Tank Truck Operator 
Department: Trucking 
Status:  Hourly/Non-Exempt 
 
Job Description:  Tank Truck Operator duties include filling Tank Truck with product (Salt Water, Crude Oil, Fresh Water, 
condensate and various chemicals etc); unload product with hose(s) which has been positioned in place by hand; retracts hose 
back into truck, lifting 5 gallon buckets full of fluids, hand various tools, including shovels and rakes and chalk blocks.  Complete 
required paperwork – 100 Mile Radius Sheets, Invoices, JSA, manifests, shipping papers, etc.  Communicate with Dispatcher.  
Pre trip and Post trip inspections.  Follow FMCSA regulations including Hours of Service.  
 
Essential Duties and Responsibilities  
Fills truck tank with various liquids to include fresh water, crude oil, condensate, chemicals and/or salt water.  Transport product 
to designated location which requires driving semi tank truck on highways, gravel/dirt roads in various weather conditions.  At 
designated site, communicate by radio or cell phone with Supervisors and other operators, uncoils and positions hoses by 
hand in order to unload the product into the designated spot by opening valves.  Monitor the levels of the products released by 
viewing gauges and or by visually monitoring levels which may require the need to climb up/onto tanks by ladders.  Close 
valves, recoils hoses onto hose tray/rack which requires pulling and reaching.  Completes log book per DOT regulations and 
timecards.  You may be required to read maps for directions to location sites.  Communicate with home base per use of two-
way radios.  You may need to assist with changing flat tires.  You may need to place chains on tires per adverse road conditions. 
 

PHYSICAL DEMANDS: 
Must be able to lift/carry greater than 50 pounds (triple rail chains may weigh up to 85 pounds plus or minus).  Frequent sitting 
while operating semi tank truck.  Occasional standing and walking on concrete, ground, grass, rocks, icy and snowy locations 
and gravel surfaces.  Frequent bending, squatting, and crouching.  Occasional pushing, pulling, kneeling, twisting of the neck 
and back.  Frequent climbing in and out of truck on ladders.  Frequent grasping/handling, and reaching.  Constant seeing and 
hearing; frequent talking on radios, cell phones or in person.  
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: 
Exposed to adverse weather conditions while driving, loading, and unloading.  You will have exposure to equipment with moving 
parts. You will be required to work with, and around various chemicals. 
 
Qualifications/Experience/Training 
CDL with Tanker, HazMat, Endorsements required.  Doubles/Triples endorsement is desired: Prefer one year experience in 
the Oilfield industry; Must wear steel-toed boots supplied by employee. Personal protective equipment must be worn, to include 
ear plugs, safety glasses, FRC and hard hats supplied by employer.  Must attend safety training provided by employer. Must 
pass a Pre-employment drug screen and shall be subject to random drug & alcohol testing; May be required to work Holidays, 
and overtime (up to DOT regulations); Required to have current DOT physical.  Must use JSA and follow D&M Policies and 
Procedures; Must communicate well with Customers and Dispatchers and Co-workers.   
 
 
______________________________________________ ____________________ 
Applicant/Employee Name     Date 
 
By signing above, I affirm that I understand the requirements of this job and that I have no current or pre-existing 
condition that would prevent me from carrying out these duties. 
 

Note: This is not necessarily an exhaustive list of responsibilities, skills, duties, requirements, efforts, or working conditions associated with the job.  While 

this list is intended to be an accurate reflection of the current job, D&M Water Service, Inc. reserves the right to revise the functions and duties of the job or 
to require that additional or different tasks be performed when circumstances change, i.e.: emergencies, changes in personnel, work load, rush jobs, or 
technological developments. 


